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M A Z E  T E S T
"River is a tablet app integrated into various streaming services. Our main goal 

with River is to uniquely connect friends and family while watching 
entertainment programs. Download River today to expand your connections 

through streams!"

Here is the link to our comprehensive usability test report for our tablet mobile 

app: River: https://maze.design/r/7c89cf3wk9xl0dac  

https://maze.design/r/7c89cf3wk9xl0dac


T A S K  S U M M A R Y

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3

Task 4 Task 5



O P E N   Q U E S T I O N S



Q1: How likely are you to use an app like this?



Q2. What is your favorite and least favorite feature of River’s?
 Please be descriptive as you can.

"I like the function of video chatting with my friends 
while watching movies at the same time."
TESTER #11232583
May 10th 2020, 1:39:45 pm

"Good App, I'm not tech savvy but instructions were 
very easy to follow."
TESTER #11187568
May 8th 2020, 8:09:46 pm

"I think that this quite self explanatory which leads a 
person to the point of clarity "
TESTER #11203489
May 8th 2020, 7:28:46 pm

"This could be useful in having a streaming party with 
your friends, and I would consider using this if it was a 
group activity or meet up."
TESTER #10836635
May 8th 2020, 2:53:54 pm

"I think this app is a good idea especially with the quarantine going on. I 
got confused for a second, but other than that your layout is done really 
well!"
TESTER #10836511

"I don't think I want to chat while I watch a movie due to it takes my focus 
away from the movie. If it on tablet, a chat panel also take up screen so I can't 
fully enjoy the movie I'm watching. Also think about when we watch the 
movie either at cinema, or TV at home with our friends or family, we barely 
talk during watching. By the way the app might make people feel that they 
watch the movie with their peers and chat afterwards that make sense."
TESTER #11152417
May 7th 2020, 9:21:25 pm

"I liked how it it was to navigate through the app. This make it easier 
to communicate through the chat box or a video with another 
person while watching a movie or show. It is nice that you can log 
into Netflix or another streaming site through this app. Another nice 
touch is the option to cast to a tv."
TESTER #11151945
May 7th 2020, 9:02:43 pm

"Fills a previously sought need and is easier to use than its competition."
TESTER #10848733
May 7th 2020, 8:49:37 pm

"I have friends and family all over the country and would enjoy having a 
Star Wars marathon with them."
TESTER #10836634
May 7th 2020, 8:30:36 pm



Q3: What is your favorite and least favorite feature of River's?



Q3: What is your favorite and least favorite feature of River's?



Q4: What would you recommend to improve River?



Q4: What would you recommend to improve River?



Q5: Overall Opinion and Usability of River?



Thank you for downloading!




